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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES.

To His Excellency the Governor and the Honorable Council.

The trustees are able to report another year of successful

operation of the Massachusetts Hospital School, and the people

of the Commonwealth can find a source of gratification in the

fact that the care of crippled children in the State is satis-

factorily provided for at the school at Canton. The results

obtained have been most gratifying, and the institution has

been visited by many workers in this field of charity from

various parts of the country and abroad who are interested in

the careful study of the work of this school, which was one of

the first to be established along the line of carrying on the

education, training and care of cripples with necessary surgical

aid.

As a hospital boarding school for crippled children under the

age of fifteen, the work of the institution has been, as proved

by its alumni association, most successful. In view of the fact

that increased attention is being paid to the subject of the re-

habilitation of cripples, it may be well to present for consider-

ation some facts which have been brought to the attention of

the trustees by the results at Canton.

In the care and training of cripples, it is evident in the case

of children, especially those permanently crippled by paralysis,

that the problem is different from what it is in adults or those

injured by industrial accidents. There is a distinction also

between the crippled condition of young children and that of

adolescents or young adults. The work at the Massachusetts

Hospital School has shown conclusively that the problem of
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education is even more important than that of surgical reHef.

The chief object in the education of severely crippled children

is to develop in them the spirit of self-reliance with the com-

plete abolishment of any sense of self-pity. For this reason

it is of great importance that young children should be removed

from the isolated life of home and placed in a group of those

similarly crippled. Under these conditions, if the institution

in which they are placed is properly organized and furnishes

the proper educational facilities and activities, they lose en-

tirely a sense of being different from ordinary children. They

are stimulated to activity and are brought to a more normal

intellectual point of view. The work for the last fourteen

years at the Canton school has proved the fact beyond ques-

tion, and has shown that the oversensitive, self-pitying cripple

may, in a few weeks, be brought to the mental attitude of a

healthy child, and later into a self-confidence which is necessary

for self-support.

It has also been shown that, from an educational standpoint,

it is desirable that special vocational training should not be

given to young children before they have received the ordinary

fundamental training needed for every citizen in the Common-
wealth, Some elementary manual and industrial work may be

added, partly as a matter of education and partly to determine

the aptitudes of different children. The problem, however, of

teaching the cripple does not end in educating the child to the

age of fifteen and implanting in him a spirit of self-reliance and

the energy to utilize whatever faculties he has to the best of

his ability, important as these qualities are. A much more

difiicult and comphcated task is presented in the training of

the adolescent cripples, especially those of a grade of intelli-

gence which demands more instruction than is furnished in

the grammar school curriculum or in the usual high school

course for physically normal children. What is needed is

vocational and industrial training adapted to the specific dis-

ability of the individual. It is also necessary to consider in-

struction that will be suited to the bread-winning conditions

of the community in which the pupil is to be placed after

graduation. It will be found that the same methods which

have been used successfully in teaching younger children are
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less applicable, if applicable at all, to older ones or adolescents.

In the case of such cripples who have been taught self-reliance,

some classification is necessary, and it will be found at once

that in some instances a high school education is not adapted

to the intellectual capacity of the pupil, and that the grammar

school is adequate for such ability as he possesses. As with

the unmaimed, uncrippled individuals, some are fitted for out-

door farm work, some for domestic work or for the factory;

while others have intellectual qualities and a different grade of

intelligence which qualifies them for clerical work or even pro-

fessional careers. Crippled children, in many instances, possess

certain mental qualities necessitated by their disability which

have led them to more contemplative habits. This class should

not only receive a high school education but also instruction

which is more especially suited to their physical limitations,

for it is evident that the crippled child has a narrower range

in the pursuit of self-support than one who is physically normal.

A high school course with well-selected vocational training is

what is needed. It will be found, however, that instruction in

larger groups is desirable for young pupils, while in the case

of older adolescent cripples the reverse is the case. They should

be thrown with normal individuals in order to exercise their

self-reliant qualities in comparison with those of the normal,

that they may be trained for the work of self-support which

comes upon them. It is manifestly important that co-education

of the sexes should not be carried on among the adolescent or

the young adult cripples.

An adequate provision for the development of the natural

abilities of adolescent and young adults, who have received at

least a grammar school education and all the benefit possible

in surgical and medical relief for their physical handicap, should

consist in the establishment of a junior high school instruction

at such locality or localities as can be reached easily by cripples

who require special training not available in ordinary schools.

These adult or adolescent cripples, if not living at home, should

be boarded in subsidized or authorized boarding places at ac-

cessible distances from the school. The plan would require

careful thought, much elasticity and thorough supervision by

an interested plan-out committee, and the sympathetic support
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and co-operation of alumni associations, with stated meetings

and organized efforts to obtain information as to the success

and difficulties of the bread-winning schoolmates, would be of

assistance also.

Such a project, as is here mentioned, demands a large amount

of accumulated information to avoid failure and wasted effort.

It would also require a large outlay of money. It should not,

therefore, be attempted as a whole, but as a gradual develop-

ment as experience teaches and opportunity arises.

Whether such an organization should be the function of the

Commonwealth or of a private charitable foundation is a ques-

tion which will depend upon the attitude of the public mind

to solve. There are arguments favoring either plan. There

is greater elasticity and variety in private enterprise, and, as

a rule, less danger of superficiality and faddishness in govern-

ment institutions. The smaller the number to be handled and

the greater the variety of undertakings, the greater would be

the advantages of private enterprise, but they should be con-

ducted under careful government supervision and inspection,

and there should be close and active co-operation between the

private and State agencies engaged in this form of educational

effort.

There is no doubt that there is a general interest in the

community in the problem of the relief of the cripple, and the

subject of rehabilitation of the maimed has been brought to

public attention with renewed importance since the recent war.

As an evidence of public interest to help disabled persons,

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, by legislative action

effective August 25, 1921, accepted the provisions of an act

of Congress whereby "persons disabled in industry or other-

wise," and residing in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

may be enrolled in vocational training courses planned for

their vocational rehabilitation. For this purpose the Commis-

sioner and Advisory Board of Education are constituted and

designated as the State Board of Vocational Education, and

directed to co-operate with the Federal Board for Vocational

Education, and to establish and maintain, or to assist in es-

tablishing and maintaining, such courses as it may deem ad-

visable and necessary.
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There is no question, however, that the need of proper pro-

vision for the training of seriously crippled children is to remain

a duty in the Commonwealth, even though it is difficult to

determine the extent of the demand. There is a constant

number each year, independent of epidemic cases of infantile

paralysis, who will remain so maimed as to require special

assistance.

Now it has been shown that so much can be done for such

cases by what has been accomplished at the Massachusetts

Hospital School for the younger children, it is evident that

more should be attempted for the equally deserving older

cripples. If a boy, with both legs permanently paralyzed,

can be brought to such a state of self-reliance and energy that

he can pitch a nine inning game for a team of variously crip-

pled comrades and win from a team of normal boys; if a

young girl with both hands paralyzed and useless can be trained

so as to do fine needlework, cut patterns and make her own
dresses, threading her needle and performing all the work with

her feet; if a boy paralyzed in all his extremities can edit a

school newspaper, setting type with his lips, there is no doubt

that such and similar children deserve help and can be made
serviceable citizens, if they receive proper guidance and aid.

Left to their own handicapped selves they may minimize their

defects; but with proper guidance they can develop superior

qualities and become assets to the community.

The statistics of the alumni association show how much the

graduates of the school are doing now with the start which has

been given them. Unquestionably some of them could do more

if larger opportunities were open to them. There is no doubt

that this should be done if plans for such a hopeful educational

effort could be wisely made.

It would be desirable, before considering definite plans for

the rehabilitation and the higher education of cripples, to learn

the number in the Commonwealth needing such provision and

deserving advanced education; but in the view of the lack of

satisfactory statistics only an approximate estimate can be

made of this class.

Guided by the alumni of the Massachusetts Hospital School,

we feel assured that those graduates, permanently disabled and
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so deprived of education in the ordinary schools and yet whose

chances of a useful life and self-support would be increased if

advanced education were provided, and whose mental capa-

bility justifies higher education, number at least three in each

graduating class. A boy of sixteen, paralyzed in both legs

and walking with difiiculty, or not at all without crutches, may
become much more useful by some advanced training than if

he has only a limited grammar school education.

If it is supposed that in the Commonwealth there may be

each year a dozen of such promising pupils, mentally impris-

oned by their deformity, it would seem as if a properly organ-

ized society emancipation from a life sentence of useless

disability should be made possible for those whose health

and mental vigor promise capability for usefulness.

The financial outlay needed for such an educational enter-

prise would be relatively small, provided the plan for such an

undertaking were thoroughly considered so that there would

be a minimum of waste in the undertaking.

With the new infirmary (chapter 629, Acts of 1920, and

chapter 502, Acts of 1921), which will doubtless be completed

in the spring of 1922, the institution will have accommodations

for at least one-third more children than it was designed to

accommodate originally. Some changes in power plant, laundry,

water supply, etc., will be necessary to adapt the original group

for 300 children to the enlarged function of an institution to

provide hospital care for sick minor wards.

The 100-bed infirmary will doubtless be adequate to meet

the demands for the hospital care of all the sick minor wards

who are not feeble-minded, epileptic or otherwise not properly

classifiable in other existing institutions.

With the information now available, it seems probable that

it will be found desirable to erect a few small cottages for the

care of minor wards during the convalescent period, when they

will not need expensive bedside nursing and yet are not quite

well enough to be discharged.

The details of enlarging certain departments for successful

administration of the new infirmary, as well as provision for
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convalescent patients, can best be determined after the new
infirmary has been put into actual operation.

The superintendent's and treasurer's reports are hereto an-

nexed and made a part of this report.

Respectfully submitted,

EDWARD H. BRADFORD.
LEONARD W. ROSS.

ALFRED S. PINKERTON.
WILLIAM F. FITZGERALD.
WALTER C. BAYLIES.
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.

To the Trustees of the Massachusetts Hospital School.

In reviewing the work of the school for the fourteenth year

ending Nov. 30, 1921, it is of interest to note that the children

Admitted

continue to represent, in about equal proportion, two general

types of cripples, — those who may be expected to recover

under well-adapted treatment, and whose education should not

be neglected during a long period of convalescence, and those

permanently crippled, whose physical and mental faculties

should be developed with a view to future self-support. Now
that there is a better understanding throughout the State of

the purpose for which the institution was estabHshed, fewer

applications are made for the education of children under

school age, or for the entrance of those who are of very low

mentality, hopelessly bedridden or otherwise destined to lives

of complete dependency.

More than 1,000 pupils have been enrolled since the school

was established, and fully as many more have doubtless been

rejected as neither improvable nor recoverable or as ineligible

on account of age. For the past few years, however, both

applicants and admitted cases have been fairly uniform in

respect to age, 'sex, disability and probable future. If these

cases are taken as a guide, it seems probable that there will

continue to be a demand for hospital and school accommoda-
tions for not less than 300 cripples of primary and grammar
school grades. Approximately 500 children in Massachusetts

are now receiving elementary school training in the State and

private institutions for cripples, and with an awakened com-

munity sense of the educational needs of the cripple, there

is an increasing demand for junior high school opportunities

and more advanced training. This is unquestionably a hopeful
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sign; but whether or not the work of the Hospital School,

which has helped to bring about this larger horizon for the

cripple, should be extended is a matter which the trustees

should soon consider. The administrative objections to having

both young adults and primary grade children in the same

boarding school could be very largely overcome, and provision

made for more advanced industrial training for certain selected

pupils, by the erection of detached cottage units on Hospital

School land recently acquired by the State. A solution of the

problem in greater Boston might be found by the gradual

elimination of the elementary grade pupils from the Boston

Industrial Day School for Cripples, and an extension of its

work to provide for a corresponding number of advanced

pupils. But if the younger children should not be entered at

the Boston school and sent to Canton, there would still be no

provision for crippled boys and girls of high school capacity

in other parts of the State. In considering any plan for con-

tinuation instruction into high school subjects, it should be

borne in mind that many pupils, upon the completion of a

grammar school course, will wish to become wage earners im-

mediately, especially if they have for physical reasons lost

much time or found difficulty in gaining even an eighth-grade

diploma. It is found by experience that there are a few prom-

ising pupils who for physical reasons should remain after the

completion of the present prescribed course of study, either

to complete their convalescence or because educational oppor-

tunities are not available to them elsewhere. A case of tuber-

culous hip disease, for example, may not recover sufficiently to

justify discharge for a year or more after graduation from the

present highest grade, or a child who is destined to a life in

a wheel chair should be aided beyond the grammar school, if

possessed of unusual intellectual power.

It seems highly desirable that some provision should be

made at an early date, either here or elsewhere, for advanced

training for a few selected graduates of the school.

During the year just closed there have been 354 children

under treatment, as shown by the number at the beginning of

the year, — 161 boys and 133 girls, and the 33 boys and 27

girls who were admitted. The oldest was fifteen and the
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youngest four years eight months, giving an average admis-

sion age of nine years two months as compared to eight years

eleven months, the average for last year. Tuberculous bone

disease and infantile paralysis continue as in past years to be

the contributory causes of nearly two-thirds of the admissions,

while the

Nativity

is also substantially the same as heretofore. Fifty-one, or

85 per cent, were born in Massachusetts; 4, or 6f per cent,

were born in other parts of the United States; and 5, or 8^

per cent, were born in foreign countries. The nativity of 6

fathers and 3 mothers was unknown: of the remainder, 12, or

22+ per cent, of the fathers, and 11, or 19+ per cent, of the

mothers, were born in Massachusetts; 5 fathers and 7 mothers

were born in other parts of the United States, and 37, or 68+
per cent, of the fathers, and 39, or 68+ per cent, of the

mothers, were foreign born.

The maximum number at any one time during the year was

303, the minimum, 206, and the daily average number, 279.62.

It is not unusual for parents to take their children home be-

tween the Friday and Monday classes, and at such times as

Christmas and other holidays it has seemed desirable to grant

temporary leave of absence to practically all who made the

request and were physically able to go. As a general rule,

the privilege has been appreciated and children found happy

to return. Three hundred and eighty-six such home visits

were made representing 4,168 days' absence.

Exclusive of 6 patients who died 59 were

DiSCHAEGED,

leaving a population on Nov. 30, 1921, of 155 boys and 128

girls. Of the cases discharged 5 failed to return from visits to

their homes, the parents of 3 objecting to the expense and in-

convenience of visiting from distant parts of the State; one

father became impatient after waiting six years for his son's

tuberculous hip to heal, and just as recovery seemed assured

decided that he could successfully treat the boy at home; and

one case, invariably late in returning from previous visits, was

closed after an absence of several months.
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Fourteen children were taken against advice because the

parents of 2 objected to surgical operations which were rec-

ommended; 2 others refused to reimburse places of settlement

when the overseers of the poor found them well able to do so;

1 was removed jfifteen days after entrance when an appre-

hensive mother explained that she was unhappy without her

child; and 9 much improved cases were taken to be given a

trial in public schools near their homes.

Seven children were dismissed as mentally or physically

unpromising; 1 was discharged to leave the State; and 1

wheel-chair paralytic, a girl graduate of the class of 1917, was

encouraged to leave to become partially self-supporting at

sewing and needle work in her own home.

Of the remaining 31 cases discharged, 19 had either recov-

ered or improved sufficiently to continue their education in

competition with normal children in the public schools; 1

entered the Boston Industrial School for Cripples to study

printing; and 11 found employment and are now self-sup-

porting.

It is gratifying to report that 61+ per cent of the discharged

cases are able to maintain creditable standing in other schools

or are successful wage earners. Many graduates enter public

high schools without conditions, and a few have obtained such

a grasp of scholarship as to give promise of becoming men and

women of broad culture. It is obvious that heredity and en-

vironment are as influential in the cripple as in children without

physical handicap, and that the scholastic work of the school

has been notably successful as shown by the record of its

graduates. This success is largely due to the sympathetic

prompting to perseverance given by the teachers, when with-

out encouragement children fighting against heavy odds would

have given up disheartened. As an illustration of the steady

development of character directly traceable to the constant

inspiration of prosperous alumni, the helpful influence of in-

terested employees and the associations which exist at the

school, the record of one boy who was discharged in September

will be of interest. He came from a home in a congested

tenement-house district of an eastern Massachusetts city in

which his foreign-born parents were employed as mill oper-
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atives. He entered at the age of six years in the spring of

1912, had never attended school, and was suffering from a

very extensive osteomyehtis. One leg had been amputated

just below the knee joint; one elbow joint was stiff in the

position of a right angle; one cheek bone and the bones of

his nose were partially destroyed; and he had several dis-

charging bone abscesses. For months he was a bed patient

at the infirmary, and at times his symptoms were very acute

indeed. Finally he was able to attend school an hour a day;

the period was gradually extended to an hour and a half in

the third grade, and eventuallj^ to the maximum of two hours

in the seventh and eighth grades. Fresh, pure air and life in

the open was essential to his recovery, and he obtained it in

abundance in an outdoor school, upon the playgrounds, as he

followed the farmers and assisted them in their work, and by

sleeping under a monitor roof at night. Of course he learned

to swim and became an enthusiastic member of the baseball

team. He frequently played a winning game, and he also

learned to be a courageous loser, so that he faced his failure

to graduate with his class of 1920 without complaint, and

manfully entered the class of 1921 with which he was grad-

uated with honors. It took nine years to cure this boy and

to teach him to overcome his handicap; but it was well worth

the effort to see him proudly walk away upon his new artificial

leg with the school diploma under his arm and his class pin

displaying the seal of the Commonwealth upon his coat. His

devoted mother cannot speak English, but her appreciation

was unmistakable and her confidence in her boy well-founded,

for he is now earning a wage of $16 per week in the factory

with his father, and attending night high school.

Some progress has been made in the matter of

Industrial Training,

but the majority of the children now entering the school are

too young to justify special emphasis upon this branch of

education.

Experience has shown that it is advisable to begin the edu-

cation of the crippled child at a very early period. The train-

ing of the average cripple is necessarily protracted, and should
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commence as early as possible. Furthermore, the influences

which surround a crippled child at home are not helpful to a

feeling of independence, and the work of education should

begin at a time when these harmful influences have done the

least evil. The girls are taught cooking, sewing, general house-

work, laundering and similar domestic arts as a routine course

for all, while a few selected cases are assigned to office work,

the telephone desk, typewriting, etc. Farming, gardening, the

care of poultry, work in the dairy, an apprenticeship with the

baker, engineer, carpenter, painter, store man, tailor, cobbler,

chauffeur and other necessary employees afford educational

opportunities of value to many of the older boys.

The average age of the children discharged was twelve years

four months twelve days.

Medical and Surgical.

Fortunately there have been no acute illnesses of conse-

quence. Gastrointestinal disorders, common colds and condi-

tions ordinarily observed in children have been comparatively

rare. The infirmary wards have been filled, however, with

patients under treatment for fractures, minor accidents, post-

operative care and such diseases as might be expected in an

institution population of nearly 400.

Six patients died during the year, death being due in all

cases to tuberculous disease of long standing. There were 26

cases of mumps and 2 cases of diphtheria.

The medical and nursing staff have had an opportunity to

devote more time than has heretofore always been possible to

the perfection of routine work of which there is an ever-present

abundance. Four hundred and forty-seven individual pieces

of apparatus were worn by the patients present on November

30, practically all of them being prescribed, fitted and adjusted

by the assistant physicians and manufactured under their

direction. One hundred and seven photographs and 80 X-rays

were taken in connection with the physical examinations which

are made as a part of each patient's case history.

Surgical operations were performed for the correction of

double congenital club feet in one case and single congenital

club foot in another. One boy went under operation for re-
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amputation of the leg, and an osteotomy for an ununited

fracture of both bones of the leg was performed upon one

girl, all making good recoveries.

The work of the non-resident dentist was temporarily in-

terrupted because of technicalities pertaining to civil service

regulations, but he has a creditable record for the brief time

assigned, as follows: 79 extractions; 79 examinations; 85

cleanings; 11 teeth opened; 31 zinc oxide and eugenol, 21

porcelain and 13 amalgam fillings.

From March 20 to April 28 Dr. C. G. Barber, house officer

at the Boston Children's Hospital, rendered most acceptable

voluntary service by making eye, ear, nose and throat exami-

nations upon all patients under treatment at that time in

return for the opportunity afforded for orthopedic study.

Employees at the dairy and those engaged in the preparation

and serving of food have been examined for the detection of

any possible carriers of typhoid fever, and during the months

of October and November the Schick test, to ascertain the

susceptibility to diphtheria, was performed upon 129 girls,

with the result that 110, or 85 per cent, were found to be im-

mune. Further tests upon the boys are now being carried on

so that it will soon be known with reasonable certainty how

to most successfully combat that disease.

The amount of

Nursing Care

required for many crippled children is not generally appre-

ciated, and is worthy of special mention. It takes an hour

and three-quarters as the shortest possible time in which to

get the children dressed and ready for breakfast each morning.

The application of splints, braces and mechanical apparatus

is a daily task of importance, and for two hours and a half

every evening the nurses are regularly engaged in getting their

patients undressed, bathed and tucked into bed. Aside from

the time taken for meals it is an unvarying requirement that

the nurses shall follow the school schedule, which calls the

children in no less than 35 divisions every school day. Sunday

services, entertainments, visiting days, surgical dressings and

general ward work are regular time-consuming items of im-
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portance. Ambulatory orthopedic cases demand greater pa-

tience, tact and skill than is usually necessary in successful

bedside nursing.

In general, subordinate

Employees

who have been found available for the work of the institution

have rendered satisfactory service throughout the year. With

a greater stability of residence, which is gradually becoming

apparent, greater efficiency may be expected.

The appropriation of $73,000 for personal services was based

upon an estimate that an average of 91 individuals, including

part-time non-residents, would be employed. An average of

83.28 has been possible by the employment of 168 persons.

A large measure of praise is due to the officials and heads of

departments, many of whom have rendered faithful service

for many years.

Miss Wilma Sturtevant, teacher of manual training, resigned

in June because of her approaching marriage, and the vacancy

thus caused was filled by the appointment of Miss Rose Keefe,

a graduate of the Massachusetts Normal Art School.

Miss Margaret MacDonald, a graduate of the Boston Chil-

dren's Hospital Training School for Nurses, and with a record

for most efficient work at the Industrial School for Crippled

and Deformed Children, was appointed as head nurse to suc-

ceed Miss Marion M. Brown, who left the service on March

31 to enjoy a much-needed rest.

Repairs and Improvements.

Aside from the minor renewals with which painter, car-

penters and engineer are constantly engaged, some improve-

ments, classifiable as not occurring annually, have been made.

At odd moments, when the carpenters have found time from

regular work, and with the assistance of some day labor, the

old barn which they began last year to remodel into a cottage

for men employees has been nearly completed, and with some

plumbing and furniture will be ready for occupancy early in

the coming year.

Local stone masons were engaged by the day to build some
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piers and a connecting wall at the Randolph Street entrance

to both front avenues leading to the administration building.

Old stone walls were removed from the land recently acquired

under chapter 225 of the Acts of 1920 and a new wall laid

from the main entrance to the corner of St. Mary's cemetery.

As many of the stones were hauled by an ox team driven by

one of the boys of the school at a nominal expense, the new

wall is much longer than was thought possible to build with

the sum available for the purpose. It is hoped that the work

may be continued another summer along Randolph Street

from the kitchen driveway past the new infirmary.

The allowance of $750 for a granolithic walk to be built on

Randolph Street in co-operation with the town of Canton was

but partially expended because the town's sidewalk fund was

exhausted when the work was about half completed. The

unexpended balance of $366.69 under this item will be suffi-

cient, with an equal sum from the town, to extend the walk

an additional 1,985 feet.

The appropriation for an infirmary for the hospital care of

100 children (chapter 629 of the Acts of 1920 and 502, Acts

of 1921) is being expended under contract with the General

Building Company of Boston, the lowest bidders in compe-

tition with five other building contractors. The work is pro-

gressing satisfactorily, and it now seems probable that the

building will be completed and furnished to receive patients

in the spring.

The power plant and laundry now operated at full capacity

must be enlarged to meet the demands of 100 additional in-

firmary patients, and the erection of a school building referred

to in your report of last year should not long be delayed. It

seems desirable, however, to clear away some of the important

work at hand before making definite appropriation requests.

An increased water supply and adequate shed room for the

storage of farm tools and implements may also be mentioned

as needs which should be met another year when the insti-

tution is to enter upon the fulfilment of its obligation to

practically double its present capacity.
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Manufactured Articles

and repairs from the shops have been turned out promptly

and satisfactorily to meet all requirements, the sewing room

having to its .credit 47 aprons; 211 nightgowns; 270 bath

towels; 248 hand towels; 84 roller towels; 412 pillow cases;

276 sheets; 36 crib sheets; 60 underwaists; 18 caps; 27 pairs

of curtains; 60 dresses; 97 blouses; 33 romper suits; 96

table napkins; 11 boys' suits; 65 pairs of bloomers; 49 table-

cloths; 12 sleeping socks; 18 laundry bags; 3 brace aprons;

2 State flags; 8 sleeping suits; 10 chair and couch covers;

17 chair pillows; 16 bed jackets; 4 white jumpers; 7 white

overalls; 50 tray cloths; 2 pairs of portieres; 104 sterilizing

covers (operating room); 25 pelvic bands; 24 shoulder straps;

1 pool table cover; 14 silence cloths; 12 baseball suits; 1

awning; 36 black curtains (assembly hall); 1 girl's coat; 9

white ties; 2 woven rugs; 1 automobile top and side curtains.

The cobbler, with his class of boys, gives a record of 1,255

shoes tapped; 806 shoes heeled; 508 shoes sewed; 47 shoes

patched; 275 high soles tapped; 235 high soles heeled; 355

caliper plates applied; 187 splints covered; 15 moccasins;

191 ankle straps; 95 knee caps; 16 ankle pads; 80 back

straps; 12 T straps; 38 splint moccasins; 17 pieces of harness

repaired; 349 miscellaneous repairs.

One hundred and eighty-seven splints were repaired at odd

hours by the engineer, who also manufactured 38 new splints,

173 caliper plates and 29 foot plates.

Farm, Dairy and Garden

products have been classified and tabulated in accordance with

the prescribed forms in use at other institutions, and are found

to represent a net gain of $4,228.75. While this would appear

to be a satisfactory source of income, it is doubtful if all the

refinements of accounting which can be devised can, without

unwarrantable expense, accurately and definitely separate the

work of the farm from other institution work which can be

most advantageously performed by the labor of farm hands

and teams. The cultivation of gardens and the maintenance

of a dairy and poultry plant are not only of the greatest im-
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portance in supplying food of a quality which could not other-

wise be obtained, but they also serve as an indispensable ad-

junct to the institution in that men and teams are available

for work not found on ordinary farms. Coal must be hauled,

ashes removed, garbage and rubbish taken aw:ay, the walks

cleared of snow, and ice harvested in winter and delivered to

the refrigerators in summer. The delivery of freight, building

of roads, supplying sand and gravel for cement work, grading,

etc., make heavy demands upon the farmer's time. Milk, eggs

and vegetables might, if necessary, be obtained elsewhere; but

it would then be necessary to employ much labor for irregular

work now being done by the farm crew. It is evident, there-

fore, that farm work in a small way should be continued, and

as an educational factor for some of the older pupils it is of

unquestionable value. More boys are now self-supporting as

a direct result of the knowledge gained by their associations

with the work connected with the farm than from any other

training outside of the grades which the school has to offer.

Situated as the institution is, and with practically no patient

labor, farming by itself alone cannot be looked upon as a

money-making proposition for a number of years, if at all.

It is a long, slow, tedious undertaking to convert rough scrub

oak brush land into a fertile farm. About 33 acres have been

cleared for cultivation. There is neither hay nor pasture land

available for the feeding of stock, but more land is gradually

being cleared each year, and this work will be made less diffi-

cult by the use of the tractor recently purchased for operation

during the fall and spring, and at such other times as the

farmhands are not engaged in more important work. Corn

and green feed for the cows is at present the principal farm

crop. By making due allowance for the small loss in mature

cows and the gain in heifers and calves, estimating the cost of

board of employees at $20 per month, and the designated value of

milk at 10 cents per quart, the dairy showed a profit of $2,248.

Seventy-three thousand one hundred and eighty-six quarts of

milk were produced and none purchased during the year.

Eight thousand six hundred and seventy-three pounds of pork

were dressed for home consumption, and with a slight increase
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in the inventory the swine represented a gain for the year of

SI, 133.42. A loss of S43.45 was the record for the poultry due

to a decrease in the inventory. Repeated failures to hatch

incubator chickens were finally attributed to the influence of

the X-ray which was operated above the basement in which

the incubators were thought to give the best results; 4,363f
dozen eggs were produced and 970 pounds of fowls dressed.

Five and one-half acres of land were cultivated for garden

crops at an estimated loss, based upon prices given by the

auditor, of $273.02. Work of horses and oxen upon the farm

was valued at $765.78, and for institution work at $2,289.83,

showing a gain of $765.48 after deducting all cost and shrink-

age in inventory. Millet, oats and peas and field corn, without

regard to the enrichment of the soil for which the former were

of value, showed a loss of $67.16, $7.75 and $24.52, respectively.

Ensilage was raised at an estimated profit of $292.93; 331f
bushels of potatoes at an estimated profit of $54.15; and the

following slight gains were estimated upon other crops: barley,

$3.38; rye, $22.62; green fodder corn, $56.74; mangel-wurzels,

80 cents. Other institution products not applicable to farm

credits were 280 tons of ice, 66 cords of wood and 3,900 feet

of logs for lumber.

A clear title to one parcel of land, the purchase of which was

authorized under the provisions of chapter 225, Acts of 1920,

was finally obtained, and the land paid for on November 30.

Possession by right of eminent domain has been taken of the

three remaining small parcels, and a substantial line fence

built upon lines established by an authorized surveyor.

Maintenance Cost.

Owing to more favorable market conditions it was possible

to close the year with an unexpended balance of $8,323.77, of

which $3,058.24 was for personal services and $3,069.48 for

food. The total expenses for maintenance were $143,715.52,

which, when divided by 279.62, the daily average number of

patients, and again divided by 52, gives a weekly per capita

cost of $9.8839. Income for the year amounted to $47,532.15,

making the net weekly per capita cost to the State, $6.6148.
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There is great satisfaction in looking forward to another

year and being able to report that the institution has a most

harmonious official family sustained by many employees who
are faithful and devoted to the duties with which they are

charged, and that there is a general feeling of personal respon-

sibility for the successful advancement of the work.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN E. FISH, M.D.,

Superintendent.
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TERMS OF ADMISSION.

Crippled and deformed children of the Commonwealth,

between the ages of five and fifteen, who are mentally compe-

tent to attend the public schools, are ehgible for admission.

Feeble-minded and epileptic children will not be received.

Payment for the board of private patients must be made in

advance, unless sufficient surety therefor is given.

The institution is located on Randolph Street in the town

of Canton, about two miles from Canton and Canton Junction

stations of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad.

Automobile bus connects with at least two daily trains at

Canton Junction Station.

Post-office address: Canton, Mass.

Applications for admission should be made to the superin-

tendent.

Nativity and Parentage of Children admitted.

Birthplace.
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Disability on Admission.

Boys. Girls. Total.

Amputation of arm .

Amputation of leg .

Amputation of legs .

Bone cyst of right humerus
Congenital dislocation of hip
Congenital deformity of right arm and both

legs

Congenital amputation of left arm
Deformity of arm due to scald

Gunshot wound of left knee .

Infantile paralysis ...
Infectious arthritis ...
Multiple arthritis

Multiple joint disease

Osteomyelitis
Progressive muscular dystrophy
Rachitic deformity ...
Spastic paralysis ...
Traumatic amputation of fingers of left hand
Tuberculous disease of hip

Tuberculous disease of knee .

Tuberculous disease of os calcis

Tuberculous disease of spine .

Undiagnosticated . _ .

1

1

2

1

5

1

1

4
1

33

1

1

11

2

27

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

19
2

1

1

1

1

2
4
1

8
3

1

5

1

60
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VALUATION.
Nov. 30, 192L

Real Estate.

Land, 165.72 acres $27,517 25

Administration building mtli added wing and extension,

two dormitories and power house 174,069 89

Equipment for heat, light and power 7,058 47

Infirmarj^ 23,849 77

Infirmary for State minor wards 56,389 17

Industrial building . . . . 12,478 10

Assembly hall 29,812 91

Girls' cottage 6,133 68

Boys' cottage 12,559 08

New girls' cottage 11,655 50

Employees' cottage 6,140 46

New barn 5,995 01

Cow barn with silos 3,250 88

Milk house 761 38

Henhouse 30 00

Henhouses 863 14

Garage 1,954 01

Piggery 3,005 05

Ice house . 904 19

Shop 150 00

Fairbanks scales 745 31

Granolithic walks 3,438 92

Water system 8,597 46

Filter beds 1,295 00

Telephone wires 391 62

,046 25

Personal Property.

Travel, transportation and office expenses .... $776 10

Food . 6,644 96

Clothing and materials 9,401 82

Furnishings and household supplies 35,469 30

Medical and general care 6,896 74

Heat, light and power 3,534 79

Farm 18,416 31

Garage, stable and grounds 6,345 05

Repairs, ordinary 5,206 84

$92,691 91
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TREASURER'S REPORT.

To the Trustees of the Massachusetts Hospital School.

I respectfully submit the following report of the finances of

this institution for the fiscal year ending Nov. 30, 1921: —

•

Cash Account.

Balance Dec. 1, 1920 $1,374 05

Receipts.

Income.

Board of inmates

:

Private $1,745 88

Cities and towns 34,986 52

Reimbursements, charitable. State

minor wards 10,195 51

$46,927 91

Personal services:

Reimbursement from Board of Retirement . . 49 55

Sales:

Food $31 24

Clothing and materials .... 73 15

Furnishings and household supplies . 14 00

Medical and general care ... 9 98

Farm:
Cows and calves . . . $79 50

Sundries .... 64

80 14

Repairs, ordinary 73 58
282 09

Miscellaneous:

Interest on bank balances . . . $183 67

Sundries 88 93

272 60

47,532 15

Other receipts:

Refunds of previous year • • 50 00

Receipts from Treasury of Commonwealth.

Maintenance appropriations:

Balance of 1920 $6,315 23

Advance money (amount on hand November 30) . 12,000 00

Approved schedules of 1921 ...... 129,484 97
147,800 20

Special appropriations 68,712 42

Total $265,468 82
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Payments.

To treasury of Commonwealth:
Institution income S47,532 15

Refunds, account of maintenance . . . . 31 51

Refunds of previous year 50 00

$47,613 66

Maintenance appropriations:

Balance of schedules of previous year . . . $7,689 28

Eleven months' schedules, 1921 . . $129,484 97

Less returned 31 51

129,453 46

November advances 7,326 66

Special appropriations:

Approved schedules $56,712 42

November advances 194 00

Balance Nov. 30, 1921:

In bank $4,403 63

In office 12,075 71

144,469 40

56,906 42

16,479 34

Total $265,468 82

Maintenance.

Balance from previous year, brought forward $179 29

Appropriation, current year 151,860 00

Total $152,039 29

Expenses (as analyzed below) 143,715 52

Balance reverting to treasury of Commonwealth.... $8,323 77

Analysis of Expenses.

Personal services:

John E. Fish, M.D., superintendent .... $4,500 00

Medical 3,780 00

Administration 4,548 90

Kitchen and dining-room service .... 6,683 43

Domestic '

.

9,024 73

Ward service (male) . . . . . . . 1,362 55

Ward service (female) 13,471 54

Industrial and educational department . . . 7,451 90

Engineering department 7,360 58

Repairs 3,858 23

Farm 3,986 41

Stable, garage and grounds 3,913 49

$69,941 76

Religious instruction

:

Catholic . . » $520 00

Hebrew 520 00

Protestant •
. . . 510 00

1,550 00

Amount carried forward $71,491 76

/
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Amount brought forward $71,491 76

Travel, transportation and office expenses:

Postage $277 08

Printing and binding 291 38

Printing annual report 65 83

Stationery and office supplies 369 83

Telephone and telegraph 380 81

Travel 359 65

Freight 17 33

1,761 91

Food:
Flour $2,487 71

Cereals, rice, meal, etc 394 37

Bread, crackers, etc 145 58

Peas and beans (canned and dried) .... 406 97

Macaroni and spaghetti 36 93

Potatoes 1,721 80

Meat 5,630 56

Fish (fresh, cured and canned) 1,248 35

Butter . 3,147 96

Butterine, etc 212 14

Peanut butter 12 37

Cheese 117 78

Coffee 189 78

Tea 133 53

'Cocoa 143 33

Eggs (fresh) 554 79

Egg powders, etc 28 75

Sugar (cane) 1,165 98

Fruit (fresh) 874 57

Fruit (dried and preserved) 1,648 45

Lard and substitutes 295 57

Molasses and syrups 86 56

Vegetables (fresh) 108 09

Vegetables (canned and dried) 368 23

Seasonings and condiments 337 02

Yeast, baking powder, etc 183 23

Sundry foods 188 56

Freight 463 56

22,332 52

Clothing and materials:

Boots, shoes and rubbers $967 37

Clothing (outer) 368 18

Clothing (under) . 491 95

Dry goods for clothing 513 19

Hats and caps 6 00

Leather and shoe findings 206 54

Socks and smallwares 260 18

Freight 18 78

2,832 19

Furnishings and household supplies:

Beds, bedding, etc $1,049 38

Carpets, rugs, etc 214 03

Crockery, glassware, cutlery, etc. .... 533 48

Amo^mts carried forward $1,796 89 $98,418 38
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Amounts brought forward $1,796 89 $98,418 38

Furnishings and household supph"es— Concluded.

Electric lamps . . 121 55

Furniture, upholstery, etc 347 93

Kitchen and household wares 889 00

Laundry supplies and materials 1,120 67

Lavatory suppHes and disinfectants .... 110 99

Table linen, paper napkins, towels, etc. . . . 203 86

Sundries 37 95

Freight 66 74

4,695 58

Medical and general care:

Books, periodicals, etc $152 34

Entertainments, games, etc 321 23

Gratuities 31 00

Ice and refrigeration 332 62

Laboratory supplies and apparatus .... 162 88

Manual training suppHes 28 61

Medicines (supplies and apparatus) .... 1,341 92

School books and supplies 203 57

Tobacco, pipes, matches 11 78

Water 784 10

Sundries 59 00

Freight 49 83

3,478 88

Heat, light and power:

Coal (bituminous) $5,525 94

Freight and cartage 7,744 10

Coal (anthracite) 463 49

Freight and cartage 361 46

Oil 65 87

Operating supplies for boilers and engines . . 818 26

Sundries 6 42

Freight 11 56

14,997 10

Farm:
Bedding materials $373 78

Blacksmithing and supplies 163 26

Carriages, wagons and repairs . . . . . 152 56

Dairy equipment and supplies 26 62

Fencing materials 340 15

Grain, etc 4,695 93

Hay 3,329 97

Harnesses and repairs 56 80

Horses 935 00

Other live stock 287 00

Spraying materials 43 31

Stable and barn supplies 166 09

Tools, implements, machines, etc 479 02

Trees, vines, seeds, etc 232 78

Veterinary services, supplies, etc. .... 114 00

Sundries 6 00

Freight 24 89
• 11,427 16

Amount carried forward $133,017 10
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Amount brought forward $133,017 10

Garage, stable and grounds:

Motor vehicles $1,743 50

Automobile repairs and supplies 2,701 96

Labor (not on pay roll) 24 00

Spraying materials 39 36

Trees, vines, seeds, etc 15 50

Sundries 2 00

Freight 9 93

4,536 25

Repairs, ordinary:

Brick $71 80

Cement, lime, crushed stone, etc. .... 278 50

Electrical work and supplies 120 49

Hardware, iron, steel, etc 397 24

Labor (not on pay roll) 582 38

Lumber, etc. (including finished products) . . 687 12

Paint, oil, glass, etc 880 55

Plumbing and supplies 511 51

Roofing and materials 40 25

Steam fittings and supplies 625 70

Tools, machines, etc 95 75

Sundries 185 75

Freight 100 66

4,577 70

Repairs and renewals:

Finishing old barn $450 95

Granolithic walks and gates, 1,133 52

1,584 47

Total expenses for maintenance $143,715 52

Special Appropriations.

Balance Dec. 1, 1921 $90,000 00

Appropriations for current year 75,000 00

Total $165,000 00

Expended during the year (see statement below) .... 68,712 42

Balance Nov. 30, 1921, carried to next year . . . . . $96,287 58

Object.
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Resources and Liabilities.

Resources.

Cash on hand $16,479 34

November cash vouchers (paid from advance money)

:

Account of maintenance . . . S7,326 66

Account of special appropriations . 194 00

7,520 66

$24,000 00

Due from treasury of Commonwealth from available appropriation

account November, 1921, schedule 2,262 06

$26,262 06

Liabilities.

Outstanding schedules of current year:

Schedule of November bills $14,262 06

Purchase of land . 12,000 00

$26,262 06

Per Capita.

During the year the average number of inmates has been 279.62.

Total cost for maintenance, $143,715.52.

Equal to a weekly per capita cost of $9.8839.

Receipts from sales, $282.09.

Equal to a weekly per capita of $0.0194.

All other institution receipts, $47,250.06.

Equal to a weekly per capita of $3.2497.

Net weekly per capita cost, $6.6148.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN E. FISH,

Trecisitrer.

Examined and found correct as compared with the records in the ofEce of the

Auditor of the Commonwealth.

ALONZO B. COOK,
Auditor.


